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"I thank God for the help offered through the people I met during my professional 

training and who unconditionally supported me in the scientific foundation as well as 

in the elaboration of this doctoral thesis - which would have been impossible without 

the help, the support and the guidance of these entities - who, through their high 

professional degree and dedication, contributed to my formation as a researcher, 

instilling in me the knowledge, perseverance and courage to move forward." 

 

INTRODUCTION 

  The subject of the Doctoral Thesis "Research on the main methodological options 

in interventions mediated by virtual reality (VR), for recuperative treatment, in balance 

disorders in adolescents with cerebral palsy (CP)" I considered it appropriate, thinking that 

for people - due to specific posture and mobility: standing and walking, bipedal - the static 

and dynamic balance of the body and, respectively, its positioning in conditions of sequential 

stability [efficient/propensive, including for coordinated movements, sometimes extremely 

complex, performed with the upper limbs (1 ) – necessary for characteristic anthropic 

activities, such as ADL (activities of daily living) and/or lucrative], represents a feature and 

at the same time a key determinant of our functioning(2).       

 "... an item still incompletely resolved - and topical - remains the problem of managing and 

maintaining balance."(3) ... thus "recovery being a major component for fall prevention; ... 

part of the neuromotor impairment"(4), in existing pathologies; as such, I decided to choose 

the issue stated in the title as the main subject of this paper. 

 So, I have followed internationally – over the years – in the specialized literature 

[case studies(5–7), research / original works, websites, etc.] how numerous materials have 

been presented(8,9) , in which the importance of Virtual Reality (VR/augmented) is exposed 

in various fields of significant importance: – military(10,11), cinematography(10) 

medicine(12,13), fitness(14), medical/aerospace/automotive engineering as well as in the 

areas of education and entertainment respectively(15), with the explanation and 

demonstration(16,17) of the applicability and benefits(18) - in the short and long term - of 

training, recovery of balance disorders and instability, as the main objective in patients with 
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PC – interventions focused on (re)performance(19) and (re)learning, motor(20), results 

reported as having favorable results(21,22).  

 "Beyond the distraction and entertainment created, virtual reality can deliver an 

artificial psychological and physiological, corrective environment and facilitate the recovery 

of pediatric patients suffering from cornic pain"(23) as well as the neuromotor recovery of 

children with cerebral palsy, spinal amyotrophies, muscular dystrophies (Duchenne, 

Becker), cranio-cerebral trauma(24), vertebro-medullary, etc. 

At the same time, we mention the fact that in addition to RV/augmented, in the modern 

diagnostic and therapeutic-recuperative arsenal, with the purpose stated in the title, 

advanced, convergent devices and interventions are used - and we also use them - in the 

approach to balance disorders: "PRO-KIN 252"(25) (in order to encourage the active 

participation of the adolescent patient, we used one of the many assessment/stimulation and 

training devices on the market using augmented virtual reality, with which we were able to 

follow the proposed objectives and transpose the exercises necessary from classical physical 

therapy to that related to modern robotic recovery, with more joy, ease and intrinsic 

motivation(26) (I specify that I carry out my activity and I carried out this Doctoral Thesis 

within the National Clinical Center for Neuropsychomotor Recovery for Children "Dr. 

Nicolae Robănescu", this medical unit being the first in Romania to benefit from this medical 

device since 06-21-2016 - see annex 14), including for adolescents with CP. 

 "PRO-KIN 252" is a "top" medical device, as a technological innovation in the 

recovery of static and dynamic balance, with up to 50 levels/settings of electronically 

controlled instability; is equipped with: a sensitized platform containing 4 force cells, which 

measures COP (center of pressure) activity at the plant/leg level and a sensor applied to the 

patient's xiphoid appendage (TRUNK SENSOR) which measures trunk oscillations . 
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Annex no. 14. Physiomed commercial company declaration of uniqueness, delivery 

and surrender of the "PRO-KIN 252" Device in Romania within the CNCRNC Dr. 

"Nicolae Robănescu" 

Another advanced recuperative assistive device we used is the "G-EO 

EVOLUTION": this robotic system helps patients by supporting the correct movement 

compared, as feedback with corresponding representations from an immersive virtual 

environment, both during walking and in activities more complex such as going up and down 

the stairs, in an immersive virtual environment - by applying 3D virtual reality glasses with 

the aim of improving movement patterns (aiming to resume orthostatism and walking as 

close as possible to physiological) (27). 

The "MYRO" interactive surface - equipped with tactile/haptic movement capture 

sensors, where the recovery plan becomes creative, engaging - activates and demands the 

cognitive system with a multitude of applications aimed at recovering the ability of the upper 

limbs (uni) bilaterally, including/in mainly in neurological, trauma recovery interventions 

and more(28). 

 I also used the "Nirvana" augmented VR system in neuro-motor recovery, including 

in patients with PC, this device through multisensory stimulation, with illustrations 

displayed on the wall or floor(29). 

 The doctoral research approach that I proposed aimed at the impact of RV/augmented 

in the traction and recovery of adolescents [it is important to specify that puberty begins 
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approximately at 8-10 years(30), being followed by adolescence between 13-19 

years(31,32)] with CP and balance disorders, following two important aspects: 

1. The attempt to clarify what is not fully standardized: the related "dosage" 

(8,33,34), in the context of a comprehensive approach to the physical methods of 

recuperative treatment in the mentioned pathology; 

2. Considering/respecting, as a related but also priority objective, the safety of our 

patients regarding the application of RV/augmented procedures. 

Of course, the achievement of these objectives is a complex approach that involves the 

subsumption of standardized clinical and instrumental assessment approaches and elements 

of advanced technology. 

As will be seen both below and throughout the present PhD Thesis. 

In order to carry out this doctoral work, I pursued and achieved: 

- obtaining approval for the conduct of the related clinical study, from the Ethics 

Commission and respectively from the manager in charge of this Institution 

- ensuring the information of the participants and completing the Informed Consent of the 

patient/his parent 

 - application of the following clinical-functional assessment scales – including 

apparatus (see below). 

- interpretation - including objectification based on related statistical analysis - of the data 

obtained. 

We specify the fact that, unfortunately, given that, as is known, there is still no intervention 

modality (pharmacological, physiatry, neuro-surgical, regenerative medicine/tissue 

engineering, etc.) capable of effectively healing the injuries of the nervous system central 

(CNS)(35) - including CP - any attempt to improve/optimize therapeutic-recovery in this 

extremely difficult field of pathology is still of urgent relevance, considering also the marked 

disabling potential of this category of conditions. 

 At the same time, we mention the fact that in the literature - to the best of our 

knowledge - we have not found any works focused on this target population: adolescents 

with CP and consecutive balance disorders, with their therapeutic-recuperative approach, in 

a multi-level physiatry complex, including using advanced physical therapy devices and 

especially in association with RV/augmented procedures. 
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 Working hypothesis: 

If there are significant differences from the point of view of the recuperative results obtained 

between the doses used of RV/augmented, in the context of the complex, integrated 

recuperative physiatry approach, in adolescents with CP and consecutive balance disorders 

with CP, and if so, what is the related methodological formula more efficiency. 

 The thesis is structured in two parts: 

 The general part, containing 3 chapters, including theoretical data - including based 

on a systematic review of related literature [“Data on advanced physiatry approaches of 

stabilometry and virtual reality for assessment and (re)training of balance in cerebral 

palsy”(36) regarding CP and the consequent balance disorders, as well as ways of 

testing/quantified evaluation and respectively recuperative physical-kinetological 

interventions, including advanced apparatus, for the recovery/retraining of balance in 

adolescents with such pathology. 

 The special part (original - personal contributions) includes the working hypothesis, 

the established objectives - succinctly stated above - and the research methodology, used as 

well as: a pilot study (Study I) - "Evaluation modalities and physical therapy, apparatus, 

advanced, coordinated methodological, to address static and balance disorders in pediatric 

patients with cerebral palsy (CP) - preliminary results"; Study II, entitled "Our experience 

regarding the effects of some advanced physical - kinetological recuperative treatment 

methods in balance disorders in adolescents with cerebral palsy - (partial results)"; Study III, 

entitled: "Final data - on numerically increased groups/lots and with related optimization of 

the statistical analysis methodology - regarding the effects of some advanced methods of 

recuperative physical-kinetotherapy treatment in balance disorders, in adolescents with 

cerebral palsy". 

 This research took place between October 2017 - February 2023, within the 

CNCRNC "Dr. Nicolae Robănescu", Bucharest, on three target groups/groups: two study 

groups/groups (adolescents) and one control/control (all with CP and consecutive balance 

disorders), the study groups/groups totaling 163 patients and one control/ control, 89 such 

pediatric patients, respectively a control/ control subgroup/ subgroup of 13 adolescents with 

CP (see below).  
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 As the only usable group/ control group/ control (pediatric patients with CP who only 

performed physical therapy, comprising 89 cases), we opted for its use in its entirety due to 

the statistical power provided by the relatively large number of such patients. 

However, given the fact that there were only 13 teenagers in this group/batch, for added rigor 

we performed the same comparative statistical analyzes using this (sub)group/(sub)batch of 

teenagers with CP as a control. 

 Thus, we found that, although the statistical power was inevitably lower, from the 

point of view of the significance of the results obtained, they do not differ significantly from 

those found in the comparisons made using the initial control group/group (consisting, in 

total, of 13 teenagers and 76 children = 89 pediatric patients with PC, in total). 

 Concretely, from the comparative analysis of the effects obtained by the therapeutic-

restorative methodology used - and objectified by the above-mentioned quantified clinical-

functional assessment tools - we found that the patients in the "intensive" group/batch (see 

further) had overall statistically significant results better than those in the "moderate" 

group/lot and respectively from the control/control group (/subgroup)/lot(/sublot). 

 A possible limitation of the present research carried out/in the elaboration of this 

Doctoral Thesis, is (in addition to the mixed composition: children plus adolescents of the 

group/ control group/ control in its entirety and, respectively, the smaller number of cases of 

the adolescent patient component of within the control subgroup/subgroup) the options 

expressed by the respective parents regarding the voluntary placement in the "moderate" or 

"intensive" group/group, taking into account aspects of balance (including subjective 

elements) between the desire/confidence - of principle, natural - and the psychological 

"investment" in a procedural complex with a more pronounced profile and, respectively, the 

concern for a potential risk of additional patient fatigue - see below). 

 The results obtained constitute, we consider, a personal contribution to the 

objectification of the theoretical and practical knowledge base for the use of RV/augmented 

dosages, which can be used within the optimized, multimodal approach of modern complex, 

therapeutic-recuperative physiiatric treatment of cerebral palsy with consecutive disorders 

of balance, in teenagers. 
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GENERAL PART 

Theoretical aspects related to the researched pathology – cerebral 

palsy (CP) 

Definitions 

Several definitions have been added to it, over the years there have been conceptual 

and approach differences, several authors trying to reach an agreement on the definition and 

multidisciplinary approach of this pathology (37); thus some of the authors attribute the term 

"umbrella" (symbolistic association) to it, and refer to the vast group of non-progressive 

disorders, more precisely - neuro-psycho-motor type (38) - so PC is considered to be a 

disorder of posture, movement, voluntary control and motor development, which determines 

the limitation of activity over time (sometimes with changes along the way) - triggered in an 

immature brain (39). 

 Etiological data 

 The postnatal development of the brain takes place majorly in the first two years of 

life and that the lesions that occur in the immature brain are the ones that determine the 

appearance of CP, which can be: prenatal/congenital (before birth and represent 

approximately 75% of CP cases), perinatal (during birth/before term 6-8%), postnatal/time 

after birth (especially in the first 2 years of life 10-18% (40)).  

 Classification 

 In the relevant literature, a classification system approved by the American Academy 

for PC, used since 1956 (22,38), is found, which describes 7 mortic types of this morbid 

entity: spastic, athetic, rigid, with present tremor, hypotonic, mixed , unclassifiable (41). 

Assessing the functioning of the adolescent with PC-generated disabilities 

Currently, there are a number of scales or systems of quantified clinical motor classification, 

which highlight/measure the functional deficits within PC. 

 It should be noted that: a large number of such scales can be found in the literature 

(almost 30 - not used exclusively in PC "Communication at the National Congress of 

Physical Medicine, Recovery and Balneology - with International participation", Covasna 

2021) (42). 

We present here two such quantified clinical-functional evaluation scales, which we used, 

along with 5 instrumentally measured evaluation parameters (see below) in this Doctoral 

Thesis. 
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Synthetic notions of morpho-physiology regarding postural balance 

and its main changes in adolescents with CP 

Morpho-physiological aspects regarding human postural balance – in orthostatism 

and walking 

Ostrostatism and biped walking, human, with the required postural balance - static 

and dynamic - related, are extremely complex and efficient physiological functions but not 

easy to achieve (with increased risk - as the "price" of this decisive biological advance of 

ours in / compared to the animal kingdom - of falls, especially when there are/ appear 

disturbances/ dysfunctions within one or more of the numerous and subtle components of 

this function), which represents, as a whole, a brilliant progress and phylogenetic success, 

constituting at the same time, defining features of our species. 

Achieving balance in standing and walking and (through recovery and/or support 

reactions) its restoration, under the conditions of inevitable dynamic challenges, generated 

by very varied and important constituents of our current activities, is ensured 

"infrastructurally", synthetically - subsumed by a pattern of bio-cybernetic functioning and 

control, based on feedback/ forward processes - of components of the 

"neuromyoarthrokinetic apparatus" (43) - more precisely of "musculo-skeletal" structures, 

respectively - n. n. 

– "visual, vestibular" as well as "cutaneous" but also "psycho-emotional" 

interferences) (44) 

 

Physiopathological data regarding static and dynamic balance disorders – in 

adolescents with CP 

 CP is the most "common" cause of motor disability in children (45) and as it is a 

chronic/"permanent" condition (46) - as is known, unfortunately, at the present time there is 
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still no pharmacological, natural or synthetic agent or type of therapeutic intervention 

(including surgical or physiatric) able to effectively cure CNS lesions (35) - its sequelae [(CP 

being defined as "a neurological disorder generated by a brain injury non-progressive or by 

a malformation, which occurs during the time when the child's brain is developing" (47) 

disabling - are "primarily affected": "body motility and muscle coordination" (47) - continue 

to exist even in adolescence. 

 Morpho-/physio-pathological bases. 

As a morpho-dysfunctional substrate, the main tissue types/areas of localization of neuro-

lesions in PC (identifiable by imaging - especially nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is 

considered, including for this purpose, a very contributing investigation - are: 

"predominantly of the substance periventricular white matter, predominantly of the gray 

matter, cerebral malformations, others" (48); they appear predominantly in affected areas of 

the brain - with topographical distributions corresponding to the neuro-

dysfunctions/consecutive disabilities - such as: the parietal lobe (found in clinical-

dysfunctional correlation with " gait profile score"); the periventricular shell (found in 

correlation with the Gross Motor Function Classification System - GMFCS score); the 

anterior part of the corpus callosum (found in correlation with "variable gait scores") (49) in 

the cerebellum - associated with some ataxic forms (in "extrapyramidal/non-spastic" PC) - 

(50), with presence, also encountered, variable, in such forms - for example, on CT: 

"frequent but variable", widespread in " simple ataxia" (and with - n. n.) "imbalance" - 

including (but) in the parietal lobes, posterior fossa, vermis, in hydrocephalus (51). 

 Clinical-dysfunctional aspects 

 More detailed clinical-functional classifications of CP are those belonging to the 

'Surveillance of Cerebral Palsy in Europe (SCPE) Collaborative Group, CP' - according to 

which this condition can be: spastic, ataxic-dyskinetic and unclassifiable (52 ) - and 

respectively, the one developed by Swedish authors, which proposes the taxonomic division 

of CP even more thoroughly: "spastic (hemiplegic, tetraplegic, diplegic), dyskinetic 

(dystonic and athetotic), ataxic and unclassifiable/mixed". 

 So, postural balance is "a key problem for children with CP"(53).  
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Methods of testing and, respectively, physical therapy interventions, including 

advanced equipment, for the recovery/retraining of balance in adolescents with CP.  

 

 Concept-methodological aspects related to the clinical (non-apparatus) testing 

of balance disorders  

 In order to be able to evaluate the state and conditions of equilibrium/re-equilibration, 

numerous tests for detection/quantification of disorders of this function can be used. 

The use of such tests - including those of the apparatus type - also helped to a more 

comprehensive description and understanding of the complex processes that compete to 

maintain stability. 

Generally, such a test is repeated three times and the best result is chosen; eg: Sensitized 

Romberg, Leg Test, Berg Scale, Movement Skills Scale, Fukuda Test, Bass Test, Timed Up 

& go Test, Tinetti Test.  

 

Conceptual and methodological aspects related to testing and, respectively, to 

physical-kinetic therapy interventions of the apparatus type, advanced 

Modern instrumental movement evaluation techniques offer the possibility of inclusive 

quantification of the effects of the pathology involved in orthostatic balance and gait 

disorders as well as the establishment of recovery/ reeducation strategies, on coherent, 

scientific bases. 

 Stabilometry is the objective study, through force plates, of the balancing/balancing 

of the body during the rest/ "quiet" state, with possibilities for quantified evaluation. 

Stabilometric analyzes in addition to orthostatism, without active movements, can also target 

passive/externally induced movements, for the trunk and upper extremities; such 

assessments can also be done from a sitting position (54).  

 Thus, the "hard" infrastructure of an apparatus such as the "PRO-KIN 252" 

(mentioned and presented previously) ensures the passive balancing - challenging for 

rebalancing - the movements generated by the force plates of the apparatus together with its 

dedicated software/ applications, provides – as continuous guidance/ training feedback – the 

ideal/optimal line that the patient must follow to recover balance, posture and then/also gait 

and related dynamic rebalancing – with the consequent decrease in the risk of falling ( 55) – 

and, furthermore, autonomy, as well as quality of life (QOL).  
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 Some specific considerations, within the related activity and ours respectively: 

Assessment and intervention facilities mediated by virtual/augmented reality: 

 

As elements of the Classification of VR/augmented facilities/interventions, we consider 

necessary in advance some considerations regarding evaluation and intervention facilities: 

 "Virtual reality (VR - or virtual environment, MV) - can be defined as a 

computer/computing technology that generates a three-dimensional (3D) simulated/artificial 

environment that imitates reality"; in principle, its infrastructure (hardware and software) 

must produce a "convincing" virtual environment capable of allowing the user to interfere 

with it in the most "naturalistic" way possible(56). 

From the beginning, a related detail is also necessary: in addition to VR there is 

Augmented Reality (AR), which includes a series of facilities, also based on computer 

science, to enhance multisensory perceptions, through additional stimuli such as - apart from 

those visual – auditory, olfactory and respectively tactile/haptic stimuli, many of which 

combine with the physical/real, surrounding environment (from which the user is not 

disconnected) specifically, by adding/superimposing on reality, of "...a synthetic elements 

such as 3D images, multimedia content elements or/and text information superimposed on 

real-world images", to improve multimodal interactivity in a new-complex environment: 

digital-human... (57). 

 Types/virtual reality devices - provided by CNCRNC "Dr. Nicolae Robănescu" 

and used in the Clinical Study related to my Doctoral Thesis. 

 Specialized device for evaluation, quantification and stimulation/retraining of static 

and dynamic balance (based on proprioceptive and visual feedback) "PRO-KIN 252" (25). 
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The main arguments in favor of choosing these interventional options were: 

As a fundamental first stage condition – serious games (SG) feature complex and interactive 

graphics, an attractive/engaging environment for the user.  

 They ensure for the user/patient an important role of cognitive stimulation, through 

which we aim to maximize his active and conscious involvement, the prolongation of the 

procedural period - as an echo of the improvement of the motor system (positive feedback) 

- obtaining favorable results by completing the tasks (58 ). 

 Through a series of assistive-multimodal tools, SG have the property to recognize 

and assist body movements (passive, passive-active, active, active with resistance, coarse 

and/or fine) in real time.  

 At the same time, they enable the user's attention and change the behavioral attitude, 

through motivation and the desire to overcome oneself - to slow down and accelerate the 

recovery period (59). 

General research methodology 

 The study was carried out in the fourth quarter of 2017 - the approval was obtained 

from the Ethics Commission - No: 7661 of: 19.10.2017 - within the CNCRNC "Dr. Nicolae 

Robănescu", Bucharest and targets teenagers with CP, to address the re-education of their 

consistent balance disorders, using, as a therapeutic-recovery means, key tools of 

motivation/participation and related improved re-learning, VR/augmented facilities (VR/ 

AR ) and robotics. 
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Appendix no. 12. Favorable opinion from the Ethics Commission of CNCRNC "Dr. 

Nicolae Robănescu" for conducting the clinical study related to the Doctoral Thesis - 

19.10.2017 

  

Statistical processing methodology 

For statistical processing, demographic data and descriptive statistics were calculated and 

comparison tests were used - Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) and Shapiro Walik (S-W) - for 

normality, respectively parametric (type t/ ANOVA - with situational adaptations specific 

through post-hoc tests: Tamhane, respectively Fisher's Least Significant Difference), non-

parametric (Mann-Whitney U.,/ Wilcoxon W./ Z. Kruskal-Wallis H.).  
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 We first calculated the delta concept for each of the four variables associated with 

the Romberg test, performed both in the situation with O.E. as well as in the situation with 

C.E.; for this purpose the formula applied was: (T1-T0) * 100 / T0. 

The personal scientific research carried out within this Doctoral Thesis consists of three 

clinical studies: 

● Pilot study (I) on "Methodologically coordinated, apparatus-based, advanced physical 

therapy assessment methods for addressing static and balance disorders in pediatric patients 

with cerebral palsy (CP) - preliminary results" (poster awarded in the section for doctoral 

students of the Congress of the Romanian Association from 2019; 

● Study II "Our experience regarding the effects of some advanced physiokinetic recovery 

methods on balance disorders in adolescents with cerebral palsy - partial results; (Data 

regarding physiiatric advanced approaches of stabilometric and virtual reality for balance 

assessment and (re)training in cerebral palsy"); - where I published a synthesis of the 

documentation base, knowledge in the issue addressed in this doctoral work in the form of a 

systematic literature review (rigorously carried out according to the widely accepted and 

used international methodology: "Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and 

Meta-Analyses (PRISMA); 

● Study III "Final results, on extended groups/lots with increased statistical power, regarding 

the results obtained by applying some advanced physical-kinetotherapy recovery methods 

on balance movements in adolescents with cerebral palsy (CP)": 

The Pilot Study (I) concerned a group/batch of 14 patients aged between 13-18 years (156-

216 months) who underwent the "intensive" methodological formula for a total duration of 

recuperative treatment of 90 minutes - (see May far annex no. 1); Study II included 89 

patients - (of which 14 representing adolescents with CP and consecutive balance disorders 

from the Pilot study) - 40 in the "moderate" group/lot, with a methodological dosing 

algorithm related to a total duration of recuperative treatment of 75 minutes and 34 in the 

"intensive" group/batch, with a methodological dosing algorithm related to a total recovery 

treatment duration of 90 minutes [of which 14 from the Pilot Study(I)]; we remind you that 

all patients in the two groups/study groups were teenagers, aged between 13-18 years (156-

216 months); Study III (final) "Final results on extended groups/lots with increased statistical 

power", was started by adding patients (34 in the "moderate" group/lot, respectively 55 in 

the "intensive" group/lot) - to the two groups/lots study [(reaching a total number of 163 
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patients) 74 in the "moderate" group/lot and 89 patients in the "intensive" group/lot)], all 

adolescents aged between 13-18 years (156-216 months).  

 Thus, a numerically consistent increase was achieved in each of the two study 

groups/lots corresponding to a propensity statistical power for valid/reliable results of the 

related mathematical processing. 

In order to quantify the functional status of the patients enrolled in the two study 

groups/groups and to objectively evaluate the effectiveness of the applied physical-kinetic 

therapy programs, we performed standardized measurements using seven quantification 

scales, of which two clinics (those numbered 6. respectively 7. - see below) and equipment 

- stabilometric/posturographic type measurements [(five measurements performed using the 

PRO-KIN 252 Device, provided with: a platform containing 4 force cells, which measures 

the activity of the COP (center of pressure/ pressure center) at the level of the plants and a 

sensor applied to the patient's xiphoid appendage (TRUNCK SENSOR)] – extracted from 

the tests performed: "Romberg" and "Global stability index (ISG)" based on horizontal 

bipodal balancing, expressed in degrees platform inclination [(within the device it is found 

under the name ('Stability Index') - "PRO-KIN 252"]).  
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Inclusion criteria: 

- When establishing the groups/groups analyzed in this Doctoral Thesis, we considered the 

following: pediatric patient (in the two study groups/groups mainly adolescents) with a 

medically confirmed PC diagnosis; no neurological conditions other than CP; stable clinical-

biological general condition, without organ failure; the informed consent signed by the 

parent/legal guardian - a measure fulfilled since admission for all patients admitted to 

CNCRNC "Dr. Nicolae Robănescu", aged between (13-19 years - eminently teenagers); 

patient able to understand and cooperate in all the procedures of the complex therapeutic-

recovery program; 

Exclusion criteria: 

      - Refusal of patients/legal guardians to be included in the study; the presence of 

associated severe musculoskeletal/algic pathology; altered general condition and/or organ 

failure; cognitive-behavioral disorders capable of affecting the therapeutic-recuperative act; 

patient who underwent surgery less than 12 months ago; 

After considering the inclusion and exclusion criteria, we constituted the two study 

groups/groups totaling 163 patients (74 in the "moderate" group/group - 75-minute algorithm 

of the therapeutic-recovery program - 89 in the "intensive" group/group - with the algorithm 

of the 90-minute therapeutic-recuperative program; it should be noted that we initially 

recruited 170 teenagers with CP and consecutive balance disorders, but 7 of them did not 

complete the "moderate" therapeutic-recuperative programs, respectively "intensive. 

We specify the fact that the group/ control group/ control of 89 patients (constituted 

retrospectively) was taken from the Doctoral Thesis of the Associate Professor Doctor 

Andrada Mirea with the kind consent of her lordship - being selected precisely because it 

lends itself to the comparison between the groups/ study groups, patients being tested with 

the Gross Motor Function Measure evaluation scale (as a link and comparability element) 

and the second argument – these patients performed only 22 (2/day on weekdays and 1/day 
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on weekends, respectively) physical therapy sessions, which are carried out during a 

hospitalization (with a 12-day hospitalization) within the CNCRNC "Dr. Nicolae 

 Robănescu” - each meeting lasted 30 minutes and we did not take new cases as a 

witness/control because - considering the accentuated and sustained dynamics of upgrading 

the level of equipment of the CNCRNC "Dr. Nicolae Robănescu", in recent years, practically 

all patients with CP, in addition to physical therapy, also had one or more procedures such 

as: "G-EO", "NIRVANA", "LOCOMAT", "HYDROTERAPIE", "MYRO", "ARMEO", 

"ANDAGO", "PABLO", "VIBRAMOV"; so that as a group/ control group/ effective 

comparison control (which only performed physical therapy), I considered this one the most 

appropriate. 

  

 Obviously, this option for establishing the group/ control group/ control represents 

an objective limitation of our research (and more so within this group/ control group/ control 

of 89 patients with CP, who only performed physiotherapy during hospitalization, only 13 

patients were teenagers); on the other hand, as I have shown above, this group/batch was the 

only possibility of comparison between the effects of the complex therapeutic-recuperative 

program including interventions based on RV/augmented and the classic program that only 

included physical therapy, at the same time the overall size of this group/lot (89 patients with 

PC) being adequate for its size as statistical power. 

 We reiterate the fact that the inclusion in our doctoral study was made only after 

completing the Informed Consent, in which all the information related to the study was 

found, regarding: the description of the stages, patient safety, benefits, risks, volunteering, 
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the immediate possibility of withdrawing from the study - without negative consequences 

for the patient -, confidentiality, the right to continuous information by providing the contact 

data - personal phone number and email address of the undersigned, as a doctoral researcher.

   

 

 

Pilot Study I 

14 adolescents with PC and consecutive balance disorders were studied, to whom the 

"intensive" therapeutic-recuperative approach methodology was applied, and the effects on 

some stabilometric parameters of the application of the complex therapeutic-recuperative 

program based on the use of physical therapy and RV/augmented, between the specific 

clinical-functional status of the enrolled patients, from admission vs. the one at discharge. 

result 

There is a correlation between the data obtained for the situation with "C.E." and the one 

with "O.E."; more precisely, for the areas of the ellipses obtained at admission, the Pearson 

correlation coefficient is 0.9587, signifying a very strong correlation, and for the areas of the 
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ellipses obtained at discharge, the same type of coefficient had the value of 0.7831, also 

signifying the correlation. The paired t-test attaches a P-value of 0.0324 to the statement "at 

discharge the ratio of areas obtained for "C.E." vs. "O.E." is lower than the same ratio at 

admission". This value is less than the threshold of 0.05, therefore the statement can be 

considered as statistically significant. 

Study II 

Study II included, as we have shown, 89 patients (of which 14 were added representing 

adolescents with CP and consecutive balance disorders, from the Pilot study 40 in the 

"moderate" group/lot, with a methodological dosing algorithm related to a total duration of 

recovery treatment of 75 minutes and 34 in the "intensive" group/group [of which 14 from 

the Pilot Study (I)]; we remind you that all patients in the two study groups/groups were 

teenagers, aged between 13- 18 years (156-216 months). 

Working hypothesis: If these modern methods of therapeutic-restorative approach can have 

a positive and objectified instrumental/statistical influence - the balance function. 

Result

 

 Statistically significant differences were determined, comparing the primary, related 

data collected at the initial (before the beginning of the therapeutic-recovery programs) and 

final (at the end of the therapeutic-recovery programs) evaluations, between the results 

obtained through the classical therapeutic-recovery approach (in the group/batch 

control/control) and the complex, diversified and augmented programs, which we used in 

the two study groups/lots (previously presented), for most of the parameters in the evaluation 

scales or, respectively, the means/equipment facilities used. 

Study III 

Working hypothesis: as we showed in this, the third study, we aimed at the fact that by 

adding patients recruited in both study groups/groups we would create the possibility of 

obtaining (using, for evaluations, the same scales and measurements), of additional, 

propensity data for statistical analysis able to provide further increase in consistency and 

reliability for the final conclusions of our overall doctoral clinical research. We had a total 
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of 163 patients, if we exclude the control group/group and 252 if we include it, distributed 

as follows: "moderate" group/study group: 74 patients (75') "intensive" group/study group: 

89 patients ( 90') control group/ control group (for GMFM-66 only): 89 patients. 

 Results: 

 

 Regarding the comparison between three groups/groups analyzed by the study (the 

two study groups/groups and the control group/group), comparison made only for the 

parameter/ on the GMFM-66 scale, we found significant differences between the 

group/group control and each of the two study groups/lots, in their favor at both T0 and T1. 

Discussions and partial (sectoral) conclusions 

 We will present, a little further, synthetically, in table 8.125. the three perspective 

comparisons, with the most important statistical values (including p-values). 

Thus, in the last column, on the right, on a green background, the significant differences are 

marked (p-value < the 0.05 threshold; see, however, the related nuances of 

understanding/interpretation, presented on page 8.75.). 

For an exhaustive image/representation, we have presented on a light green background 

those p-values close to the statistical significance threshold of 0.05. 

In table 8.125, at the same time, it is marked (/written in bold) the group/lot "in favor" of 

which the values of the measured clinical-functional and apparatus parameters have evolved. 

At the same time, we treated separately the values of the parameter / on the GMFM-66 scale, 

because in this case the comparison was not only made between the two study groups/lots - 

- but between three groups/ groups of patients with CP (including the group/ control group/ 

control, in two variants: of 89 cases/ so with good statistical power but with the 

inconvenience of containing mostly children and not teenagers 
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– and respectively, a control/control subgroup/subgroup, detached from it and made up 

exclusively of teenagers, the latter therefore having the advantage of rigor compared to the 

study groups/groups from the point of view of age but being smaller from the point of view 

numeral). As such in tables 8.125. and 8,126. comparisons of independent data from one 

group/batch to another are presented. 

In the tables (8.127. and 8.128.) we present paired comparisons performed on the same 

patient, but under different test conditions: from one moment (T0) to another (T1) or from 

the situation with O.E. to the situation with C.E. 

Overall, looking from a multi-level approach perspective, both conceptual-methodological 

of the parameters/variables that were the subject of evaluation and from that of the 

measurements performed, we found, in general ("global" - see the statistical explanations of 

earlier) a certain superiority, as a clinical-functional therapeutic-recuperative benefit, of the 

"intensive"group/batch. 
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Table 8.130. Summary synthesis of the results obtained in studies II and III regarding the 

differences/recuperative clinical-therapeutic evolution between the moments: initial (T0 – 

before treatment) and final (T1 – after treatment) between the classic recuperative 

treatment (applied to the group/ control group/ control, respectively to the control 
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subgroup) and the one administered to the study groups

 

 

 Concluzii și contribuții personale 

Conclusions and personal contributions 

1. This Doctoral Thesis addresses the problem of balance disorders in adolescents with CP 

from the modern perspective of the use of apparatus devices with quantified functional 

evaluation capabilities as well as of some related, physiatry, advanced methodologies. 

2. It is known that due to the specific posture and motility: orthostatism and walking, biped 

- the static and dynamic balance of the body and, respectively, its positioning in conditions 

of sequential stability, represents a feature and at the same time a key determinant of human 

functioning; therefore, attempts to contribute to the correction/recovery in such disorders is 

a major therapeutic target and – unfortunately, still – always current given the fact that for 

lesions, especially severe ones of the CNS, such as those in CP are not at least there is healing 

for now. 

3. Under these conditions, I had the opportunity to use and objective the 

contribution/contributive/evaluative and therapeutic-recovery performances of advanced 

devices and methodologies in addressing the above-mentioned disorders, taking into account 

the remarkable level of endowment - at international standards – of the clinical unit where I 

carry out my activity. 
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4. I specify, from this point of view, on the one hand the fact that CNCRNC "Dr. N. 

Robănescu" is the first unit in our country that was equipped with the Pro-kin 252 device 

and on the other hand, the fact that in the literature - to our knowledge (we also mention here 

that, in preparation for the realization of this doctoral study, we also established a fund of 

theoretical knowledge, we consider adequate, based on a systematic literature review, 

related) - we did not find any works focused on this population target: adolescents with CP 

and consecutive balance disorders, with their evaluative and therapeutic-recovery approach, 

in a physiatry complex multiplanar, including using advanced physical therapy devices and 

especially in association with RV/augmented procedures. 

5. Concretely, this doctoral work is the result of my direct experience of about 7 years in the 

use of apparatus devices and related, physiatry, evaluation and advanced therapeutic-

recovery methodologies, including in the approach of balance disorders in standing and 

walking, consecutive PC; more precisely, in this Doctoral Thesis I used: Pro-KIN 252, G-eo 

Evolution - in association with immersive RV - Myro and Nirvana (RA) (interventions 

associated, within standardized complex programs, of classic kinesitherapy procedures/ 

conventional). 

6. As it was shown in detail in this doctoral work, we objectified and measured a consistent 

number of clinical-functional parameters contributing to the assessment of balance disorders 

in standing and walking, namely five through instrumental determinations and two through 

clinical-functional quantification scales namely: 1. "Area of the ellipse" (in mm2), 2. 

"Standard deviation of the trunk" (in degrees), 3. "Average speed of movement of the center 

of pressure in the A-P direction" - in mm/s), 4. "Average displacement speed of the center 

of pressure in the M-L direction" (in - mm/s), 5. "Global stability index" (ISG - in degrees 

of platform inclination), respectively the non-apparatus tests, digitally compatible for 

processing statistics 6. "Pediatric Balance Scale (PBS)" and 7. "Gross Motor Function 

Measure (GMFM-66)". 

7. The determinations listed above also allowed us to objectify/measure the elements of 

therapeutic-recuperative benefit obtained by applying two dosage schemes, in terms of 

duration, used by RV/augmented: "moderate" and respectively "intensive" (in an 

interventional context multiplanar physiatric), which we applied to adolescents with CP and 

consecutive balance disorders in the groups/groups with the corresponding names 

("moderate" group/group vs. the "intensive" group/group). 
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8. Thus based including on a complex analysis/statistical processing methodology, we found 

that the patients from the two study groups/groups had, post-intervention (T1 vs. T0), 

significantly statistically superior results compared to both the group/group control/control 

as well as compared to the control/control subgroup/subgroup and respectively those from 

the "intensive" group/group had, ("only global" but not "individual" - see the detailed 

explanations in study III of this Thesis Doctorate), statistically significantly better results 

than those in the "moderate" group/batch. 

9. We recall for the sake of rigor, the fact that, from the aspect of clinical-functional 

reasoning, within the measured Romberg-type parameters, the results in the practice of 

medical-recuperative assistance are quite difficult to observe non-apparatus, but this reality 

can also be understood as a higher quality element of the use of advanced specific equipment. 

11. Also, a possible limitation of the present research carried out/ in the elaboration of this 

Doctoral Thesis, is (in addition to the mixed composition: children plus adolescents of the 

group/ control group/ control in its entirety and, respectively, the smaller number of cases of 

the patient component adolescents from the control/control subgroup/subgroup) the options 

expressed by the respective parents regarding voluntary inclusion in the “moderate” or 

“intensive” group/group, taking into account aspects of balance (at the same time with 

subjective elements) between the desire/trust – of principle, natural - and the psychological 

"investment" in a procedural complex with a more pronounced profile and, respectively, the 

concern for a potential risk of additional patient fatigue (by the way, due to the ethical 

precaution of our research, we chose to carry out the clinical studies related to our work 

doctoral studies on adolescents (not children) with CP and consecutive balance disorders 

considering the therapeutic-recuperative component of immersive VR. 

12. So, the dosage, in the end, between the "moderate" and "intensive" forms - has no 

statistically significant differences (of the "individual" type - according to what is explained 

in the Thesis), which is not unimportant because we allows in the future to adapt to the 

preferences of teenagers, their relatives and administrative conditions (work schedule/stay 

period). 

13. Both the methodology of analysis/statistical processing (rigorous and complex) and the 

statistical power of the groups/batches of patients evaluated allowed us to draw valid 

conclusions - consolidated even in the conditions of the dynamics of the statistical power of 
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the groups/batches - and therefore permissive for the practical use of methodological 

conclusions, of applied dosage for our current profile activity. 

14. The fact that apart from translational - at the level of research and current assistance - 

these technologies should become known to the entire recovery department, provided as a 

tool in the therapeutic-recovery arsenal, regarding the recovery of balance disorders in PC 

(and not only ) – as a continuation of this research on modern/present multimodal modalities 

– by adding more RV/augmented interventions and treatment/recovery apparatus systems. 

15. Regarding the technical and economic advantages and disadvantages related to this 

doctoral scientific research endeavor, I had the beneficial opportunity to be able to use 

advanced recuperative assessment and treatment devices and technologies - a mechatronic 

stabilometric device entered for the first time in the equipment of a medical-sanitary unit in 

the country ours – – adding to this a number of RV/augmented devices and facilities, also 

modern and not yet very common in our profile units; obviously, any new and especially 

advanced technology involves the "disadvantage" of some sometimes more substantial costs, 

on the other hand, obtaining superior therapeutic-recovery results is linked, as a principle, to 

advances in related interventional devices and technologies - and from this point of view, as 

I have shown in this Thesis, a good part of the postural, dynamic improvements could be 

objectified with apparatus, but being difficult to observe "with the naked eye" (non-

apparatus). 

16. The results obtained constitute, we consider, a personal contribution to the objectification 

of the knowledge and interventional, theoretical and practical base - thus the objectives of 

our doctoral clinical study have been achieved. 
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